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Academy of Arts & Sciences (AAS) Names their October Scholars of the Month 
 
Thousand Oaks, CA – AAS is proud of its scholars and uses its Scholar of the Month program to recognize 
their achievements. Scholars are nominated by teachers and staff for their academic excellence, work 
ethic, leadership skills, and virtual involvement, and selected by our leadership team for the monthly 
honor. 
 
Elementary School Scholars of the Month: Anthony and Frankie C., of AAS Los Angeles 
 
“Anthony and Frankie have worked very hard this year. Frankie has been a great student since she 
began with us last year,” said Katherine Hooper, AAS elementary school teacher. “Her brother Anthony 
began this year but was working last year so that he could be a great scholar like his big sister. They have 
an amazing learning coach, Penny, who is always on the ball. She works tirelessly to give her scholars her 
best every day. I want to give them a virtual high five. Keep up the great work!” 
 
Middle School Scholar of the Month: Kayla C., of AAS Fresno 

 
“Kayla is an excellent scholar who always gives her best effort and displays an exemplary attitude and 

responsibility for her learning, said Melissa Collier, AAS middle school teacher. “She is consistently on 

pace or ahead of pace in her classes and takes her education very seriously.” 

High School Scholar of the Month: Brice L., of AAS Thousand Oaks/Simi Valley 
 
“Brice displays outstanding attention to detail when completing assignments,” said Jennifer Jennings, 
AAS high school teacher. She has incredible participation in weekly learning labs!” 
 
There are many talented scholars enrolled at AAS, and this Scholar of the Month program is one of the 
many ways we recognize and celebrate our scholars,” remarked J.J. Lewis, AAS President & CEO. “Please 
join all of us at AAS in celebrating Anthony and Frankie, Anita, and Brice for being named our October 
Scholars of the Month!” 
 
About the Academy of Arts & Sciences 
The Academy of Arts & Sciences (AAS) is one of California’s leading WASC-accredited virtual public 
charter schools serving scholars throughout the state, with Learning Centers located in San Diego and 
Thousand Oaks. AAS offers a home study and online option for scholars in grades kindergarten through 
12. AAS is committed to creating a collaborative virtual learning community, inspiring scholars to 
appreciate the ways in which arts and sciences nurture a curiosity for lifelong learning, and preparing 
scholars to take responsibility for their future successes. 
 
For more information about AAS, visit www.aascalifornia.org. 
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